Program Information
Tuesday, November 10, 2009

Orange County CSI Chapter
November Meeting

Program: Air Barriers: Increasing Building Performance, Decreasing Energy Costs

Speaker: Brett Lubsen, CSI, AMAIA
DuPont Tyvek/Weatherization Partners, Ltd.

Brett Lubsen, CSI, AMAIA of DuPont Tyvek/Weatherization Partners, Ltd. will make a presentation which will enable you to increase the performance of your building and decrease the energy costs. Uncontrolled air leakage could impact a building's energy consumption, indoor air quality, as well as lead to premature deterioration of building materials. You will be provided with an overview of air transport mechanisms through the building enclosure and the role of air barriers in preventing the uncontrolled airflow. The main topics will include the air barrier functions, benefits and performance requirements, current trends in air barrier codes and critical design considerations for the building envelope when choosing an air barrier membrane.

This will be a very informative program! Make plans to attend this meeting.

AIA/CES Learning Units available

Time:
5:45 - 6:45 PM Social/Tabletop Exhibits/No Host Bar
6:45 - 7:30 PM Dinner
7:30 - 8:30 PM Program

Location: Phoenix Club
1340 S. Sanderson Avenue
Anaheim, California

Directions: Orange County Thomas Guide 769-EU and 799-E1,
57 Freeway to Ball Road exit, east to Phoenix Club Drive,
south to Sanderson Avenue, right to entrance

Parking: Plenty of free parking

Dinner Cost: $30.00 for OCCCSI members and nonmembers with reservations.
$40.00 at the door.
(No-show reservations will be billed)

Tabletops: Product representatives are invited to display at this meeting.
The cost for a tabletop is $80.00.
Contact Pete Thomsen at (800) 600-6634 for information.

Reservations required by November 6, 2009. Call the OCCCSI hotline at 714-434-9909.
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OCCCSI Annual Holiday Party
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THE PRESIDENT’S PROCLAMATION

Michael D. Baker, CSI

If you were one of the forward thinking individuals at the Marconi on September 15th, you experienced a fabulous trade show. We had an outstanding Educational Seminar Series.

There were a large number of attendees who said it was “truly a great experience”. We even had attendees from as far away as Virginia and Georgia. They were David Lorenzini, FCSI, CCS, SCIP from Leesburg, Virginia and Casey Robb, FCSI, CCPR of DuPont Tyvek from Atlanta, Georgia. Both commented to me that this was one of the best industry shows that they had seen in recent years. Even traveling quite a distance from across town, in Los Angeles County, were Craig Mount, AIA, CSI, CCS of AECOM, John Carter and Ralph Casio of C Plus C Consulting, LLC, and, last but not least, one of our very own official show photographers (and beloved OC Members), Jo Drummond, FCSI, Construction Specifications Consultant.

The suppliers put forth a great exhibit for all attendees! I tip the “Presidential Bowler” to all of them for their continued support. I often noted a lot of one on one education taking place on the many new products on display. There was a continued emphasis by the exhibitors for LEED and Green Product Technology.

If you were there you experienced a wonderful educational experience. If you were not able to attend - oh, what you missed out on! Let me take just a couple of moments to remind you of what it takes to put on a show such as our CPSE Exhibition.

There is a committee of 100% totally dedicated individuals to organize and prepare the subject matter for our educational seminars. We must first locate and engage the best-qualified speakers to talk about the important subjects and trends of our time. The committee also has the tremendous responsibility to get positive commitments from all the major product suppliers, for it is they who ultimately bear the financial responsibility of making sure that the CPSE is a success.

The Committee has the massive responsibility to advertise the show to the architectural community and get many of the major design professionals to be in attendance for this important event. There was a major commitment by all in time to make sure we had the best production, and that the trade show come off just as successfully as it should have.

Your CPSE Committee: Bryan Stanley, CSI - Chairman; Royce A. Wise, AIA, CSI, CCS - Chairman; Jim Brittell, AIA, CSI; Frank Dave, CSI; Sam Drucker, CSI, CCS; Jerry Foster, CSI, CDT; Kathy Greenway, CSI; Gary M. Kehrier, CSI, CDT; Richard L. Matteo, AIA, CSI, CCS; Steven Olisky, AIA, CSI, CCS, RA; Pete Thomsen, CSI; Dana Thornburg, CSI; David Walsh, AIA, CSI, CCS; Darlene Wise; Annette Wren, FCSI, CDT and yours truly. Another tip of the “Presidential Bowler” to all of these hard working individuals.

I hope that all of you in attendance had a great appreciation for this trade show. Many people told me that it was the best Products Trade Show and Educational Session that they have ever been a part of.

Work has already begun to plan next year’s CPSE Exhibition. The door is open for you to offer assistance. Come and join the effort to make the experience of the 2010 CPSE Exhibition even better.

Very truly yours,

Mike Baker
President - OC CSI Chapter
WARNING: If you do not like the truth, stop reading. The issues set forth in this series for you are from the trenches and NOT about health care proposals and legislation. In the last article, you read about making medical facility choices. So, once you are in a decent facility, all is well, right? Not!

YOU OR YOUR LOVED ONES NEED AN ADVOCATE - A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO HELP YOU WITH THE MEDICAL PROCESS. What? Where are the nurses? Nurses are wonderful, valuable and keep our medical facilities running properly. Sometimes, they are more important than doctors. The truth is that they can not be at your side 24/7. You need to realize that you are at the total mercy of the medical facility. You need a person who cares about you and will be physically present during a health crisis, procedure or inpatient experience at a medical facility to act in your best interest. Most hospitals welcome this advocacy. If yours does not, be very worried.

Do not underestimate the importance of an advocate.

Do you REALLY need an advocate? The truth - let’s put you in the patient’s shoes. You are in a very competent hospital with a wonderful and responsive nursing staff. You are lucid and mobile. You have wonderful friends and family that visits you daily. You have an advocate that stays with you throughout the day. Let’s review your stay (facts from an actual August 2009 experience in one of the “good” rated hospitals from my last article):

Day 1 - You are in ER and the fire alarm goes off for 2 hours. You wait 11 hours for a room. That night in your room, in a very nice hospital ward, a guy in the next room breaks off leather restraint straps and throws a chair through the window. You wonder if you are safe.

Day 2 - Your advocate arrives. She has a LONG conversation with the hospital staff about your safety and makes them aware that there would be Hell to be paid if you were not treated well! Your wonderful roommate goes home. Another chair goes through the window on a different floor (same culprit). You get plenty of sleep.

Day 3 - The day is quiet. Your advocate arrives and makes sure the nursing staff understands your condition. You are starting to heal when in comes the roommate from Hell. You try to sleep through the misbehaving roommate.

Day 4 - Starts with a very bad morning with your condition worsening due to stress and lack of sleep. Your advocate spends hours at the nursing station making sure you are moved to another room. You are moved to a different room after a CT and get plenty of sleep.

Day 5 - The day is quiet with a very nice roommate. Unfortunately, the Case Manager from Secure Horizons chews her out viscously for being ill. As she prepares to be sent home, the fire alarm goes off twice and the doors are locked automatically. You, the roommate and your advocate wonder how you can all crawl out the 4th floor window to safety if needed. The alarm finally stops. You are finally going home but receive the wrong meal for your condition and get sick. Your advocate has a LONG
Our future newsletters will feature a promotional paragraph about our exhibitors from our Construction Products & Services Expo 2009 in this column. The companies appear in the order in which they made their reservation for the show.

INTEGRATED MARKETING CONCEPTS, INC. (IMC) was founded with the business purpose of serving the architectural building and construction industry by providing high quality products and service at competitive rates. IMC has formed exclusive relationships with specialty manufacturers such as C/S Group (EJC, Louvers, Sunshades/Grilles, Mats, Acrovyn), Birdair (Fabric Tensile Structures), Kane (Security Screens), Kalwall (Insulated Translucent Skylights), Taylor Devices (Viscous Dampers), and US Stairs (Prefab. Steel Stair System). IMC offers a full array of architectural services, including: Architectural Advisement, Detailing, Engineering, Budgeting, Testing, and Specifications. For further information, please contact Buzz Harwood at (909) 392-5500.

Sherwin Williams/General Polymers: For over 140 years, architects and specifiers have relied on Sherwin Williams to provide high quality paints, coatings, and technical support they can trust. Technologies include low and zero VOC architectural coatings, high performance (zinc, epoxy, and urethane) coatings, SW General Polymers Brand Resinous Floors Systems and Epoxy Terrazzo, Concrete Polishing, Concrete Waterproofing Systems, and Caulks and Sealants. Your Southern California contacts are: Penny Balogh - 310 999-9396, penny.m.balogh@sherwin.com; John Dumesnil - 619 665-9341, john.t.dumesnil@sherwin.com; Brett Buffington - 424 219-2352, swrep7964@sherwin.com (General Polymers).

Ray-Bar Engineering Corporation is a foremost innovator in the design and manufacture of X-ray protection and radiation shielding products and materials for over 65 years. Ray-Bar manufactures a complete line of X-ray shielding products for hospital, medical and industrial applications including: UL listed, labeled and classified fire-resistant lead-backed gypsum drywall wallboard (RB-LBG), shielded wood or metal led-lined doors and frame lining; shielded telescopic steel control view window frames; X-ray protective lead glass; X-ray safety glass (labeled for impact resistance); X-ray control barriers; lead-lined vision lites; and lead acrylic, borated polyethylene and neutron shielded doors. We thank everyone that attended the CSI meeting at the beautiful Marconi Auto Museum. Contact Vince Wohler at 1(800) 567-9729; http://www.raybar.com, sales@raybar.com.

Custom Building Products: We offer architects and specifiers the most complete integrated system of professional tile installation and maintenance products in the industry. Continuing Education. A wide range of seminars designed to meet your AIA/CES and MCE requirements and quality for HSW Learning Units are offered. Build Green. Custom products contribute to “LEED” certification Warranty Programs. We offer several installation systems warranties that guarantee your installation will be free from defects for up to a lifetime, provided our products are used as a complete installation system. We will also customize warranties to you specifications. Contact: Dale Roberts CSI, CCPR, CTC, Architectural Consultant, 951.255.0243, dalero@cbpmail.net;www.custombuildingproducts.com.

Foam Concepts, Inc.: We are Southern California’s leading manufacturer of Architectural foam and coated foam shapes. Foam Concepts, Inc. is uniquely qualified to service all sectors of the building industry. From large commercial projects like the Santa Anita Mall, to million dollar custom luxury homes, or the weekend project to enhance the appearance of one’s home. Our capabilities allow us to handle every aspect of your job from design, to engineering and manufacturing. Our success is built on innovation, quality, product flexibility, service and teamwork. Our goal is complete customer satisfaction, so we make every effort to manufacture and deliver superior quality products. We strive to provide an exceptional customer experience and to develop long term client relationships. Bring us your vision or plans and we’ll make them a reality. Contact - Bud Maloney / Darren Wells Office - (714) 693-1037; 4729 East Wesley Drive, Anaheim, CA 92807. Visit our website at www.foamconcepts.net.

(continued on page 6)
Another CPSE at the Marconi Automotive Museum venue on September 15 is now history and the consensus is that it was once again a success!

In this tough economy, the CPSE committee had concerns about how things would turn out. Would the exhibitors, with tightened budgets, be able to participate? Would the architects and other professionals not show up because they were struggling to maintain their practices or were unemployed and perhaps did not receive notice of the event?

Knowing the importance of face-to-face contact with the architectural community, especially in down times, almost 60 exhibitors showcased their products, renewed personal relationships with attendees, and met potential new users of their products.

A record number of architects and professionals attended the exhibits, and feedback from exhibitors was that the quality of contacts was very good, which made their participation successful. Attendees included independent specifications writers, professionals representing over 50 different firms, and other professionals (inspectors, engineers, etc.).

A 2-hour seminar held prior to the exhibits was well-received by architects and professionals looking for both AIA/CES learning units and fulfilling newly instituted requirements for State of California licensure. The seminar, presented by Greg Izor, AIA, NCARB, CASp, was broken into three segments, including ADA law overview and basic knowledge of the California Building Code Chapter 11. Comments from seminar attendees indicated it was an outstanding presentation.

This afternoon and evening event was educational, informative, friendly, and exciting! Thank you to 4spec.com for providing specification binder dividers for the design professional attendees. And, a special thank you goes to all the hard-working volunteers who helped make this 2009 CPSE another success!

EXHIBITORS

(continued from page 5)
THE ORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER OF THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS INSTITUTE WISHES TO THANK THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITORS FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SUCCESSFUL SHOW:

AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION INSPECTORS ASSOCIATION
ANGELUS BLOCK COMPANY, INC.
ARCADIA, INC.
ARCHITECTURAL ACCENT/HUNTER PANELS, LLC
ASSA ABLOY - DOOR SECURITY SOLUTIONS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
BMI PRODUCTS
CEMCO
CENTRIA, INC.
CTS CEMENT MFG. CORPORATION/RAPID SET
CUSTOM BUILDING PRODUCTS
DOOR COMPONENTS, INC.
DRAPER, INC.
DUNN EDWARDS CORPORATION
DUPONT TYVEK/WEATHERIZATION PARTNERS, LTD
ENDURO PRODUCTS
ENVIRONMENTAL SAFE WOOD COMPANY
FOAM CONCEPTS INC.
FORGIONE SALES - SCHOTT GLASS
FORTIFIBER BUILDING SYSTEMS GROUP
FRAZEE PAINT
GRACE CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
HAFELE AMERICA
HAGER COMPANIES - CREAGAN & ASSOCIATES
INGERSOLL RAND SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES
INTEGRATED MARKETING CONCEPTS, INC.
ISEC INCORPORATED
IZOR & ASSOCIATES
KALZIP, INC. - TRITON BUILDING PRODUCTS
L & W SUPPLY/CALPLY/USG
LUTRON ELECTRONICS COMPANY, INC.

McWil Sport Surfaces, Inc./MONDO
MERLEX STUCCO, INC./VERO
OMEGA PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
ORCO BLOCK COMPANY
PACIFIC POLYMERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
PareXLahabra
PARTITION SPECIALTIES
RAY-BAR ENGINEERING CORPORATION
SAFETY STEP TD, Inc.
SERIOUS MATERIALS/QUIET SOLUTION
SERVICE ORIENTED SALES
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
Siena Tile & Stone
SIMPSON STRONG TIE COMPANY
SMALLEY & COMPANY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CONCRETE PRODUCERS
STEGO INDUSTRIES LLC
SUPER-KRETE INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
THOMPSON BUILDING MATERIALS
TNEMEC COMPANY, Inc.
TREMCO, Inc.
UNITED STATES ALUMINUM CORPORATION
URETHANE POLYMERS INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
VISTA PAINT
WAUSAU Tile, Inc.
WESTERN WALL & CEILING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
WOODWORK INSTITUTE
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS & SERVICES EXPO 2009
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2009 Photos by Jerry Foster

Fortifiber Building Systems Group

Partition Specialties

Smalley & Company

Urethane Polymers International, Inc.

BMI Products

Vista Paint

Arcadia, Inc.

Hafele America
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS & SERVICES EXPO 2009
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2009
Photos by Jerry Foster

Draper, Inc.

Safety Step TD, Inc.

Southern California Concrete Producers

Simpson Strong Tie Company

Dunn Edwards Corporation

Grace Construction Products

United States Aluminum Corporation

ASSA ABLOY - Door Security Solutions of Southern California
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS & SERVICES EXPO 2009
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2009

Photos by Jerry Foster

Omega Products International Corporation

Stego Industries LLC

Thompson Building Materials

Orco Block Company (Photo By Jo Drummond)

Service Oriented Sales

Tnemec Company, Inc.

Dupont Tyvek/Weatherization Partners, LTD

Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS & SERVICES EXPO 2009
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2009
Photos by Jerry Foster

L & W Supply/CALPLY/USG

RAY-BAR Engineering Corporation

Door Components, Inc.

Siena Tile & Stone

Super-Krete International, Inc.

Frazee Paint

PareXLahabra

Forgione Sales - Schott Glass
WREN’S WESTERN OUTPUT

(continued from page 4)

conversation with the dietician. You need to stay another night.

Day 6 - Outta there, very early!

The truth of the matter is that the patient above had an
advocate present. Without one, the situation could have been
much worse. After that story, you may wonder under what
circumstances you may need an advocate 24/7. You do need to
evaluate the time that the advocate must be present. You or
your loved one may be able to stay the night alone. That is their
choice if they are lucid. God bless nurses! Nights are crazy. In
fact, they have terms for the experiences at nights in hospitals. If
you or your loved one cannot moving the buzzer to
summon the nurse, that is a 24/7 advocate situation. My
observation is that families sometimes stay with their loved one
24/7 in ICU. This is not a 24/7 situation because it is the best
level of care (unless your loved one is about to “leave the
planet”). Save your energy for the regular hospital room stay.

Do not underestimate the importance of an advocate. You
and your loved ones need a person who cares and will be
physically present when necessary. Tune in next time for a look
some unpleasant issues.

© 2009 Annette Wren, FCSI, CDT
Annette Wren is a Business Management Consultant assisting
privately held companies.

EXHIBITORS

(continued from page 6)

Omega Products International Corporation prides itself on
being a leader in the construction industry. The Omega line of
products includes three coat stucco, one coat, EIFS, acrylic finishes
and related products. Our Valentina products are high-end acrylics
and lime-based finishes, including true Venetian Plasters. The newest
addition to the Omega family is Siena Tile & Stone Installation
Products with specialty mortars and membranes, thinsets, premium
gouts and more. With state of the art manufacturing facilities,
unsurpassed quality control and exceptional service, Omega Products
has been the professional’s choice for over 35 years. For Omega
Products call Pete Thomsen at (714) 240-5799 or Dana Thorburn at
(714) 907-3981. For Siena call Christine Camponovo at (951) 990-
8553. Please visit our websites at www.omega-products.com or

Merlex/Vero Italian Plaster Finishes: Founded in 2001, Vero is
the national distributor of Rialto’s seasoned slaked lime and resin
based plaster products suitable for interior and exterior wall surfaces.
Our finishes cover residential, industrial, and commercial buildings
across the nation. Our most popular product, Antiqua, made from the
finest Carrara marble aggregate, can create either a smooth, suede-
like effect or a mottled and rough form. Some Venetian plasters are
polished or “burnished” with a sheen to achieve a marble appearance
like our Evolution and Veneziano, which are interior only. Solution,
also a resin based plaster can be applied on the interior as well as the
exterior due to its water resistant capabilities. Depending on
application, Solution can create a very high gloss or matte look. Our
studio offers hundreds of colors to choose from or we can match any
custom color specified. For more information visit our studio in the
city of Orange, or call Vince Overmyer at 714.984.3439. Please visit

Stego Industries, LLC is the leading manufacturer of below-slab
vapor barriers. Our focus is to provide a superior product and
exceptional customer support. Our Stego Wrap vapor barriers and
vapor retarders are made of the highest quality virgin resins assuring
strength and longevity. The low permeance, high tensile strength and
high puncture resistance make Stego Wrap the ultimate defense
against harmful moisture intrusion. Stego Wrap is the vapor barrier of
choice in the design and construction communities. Learn more about
how Stego Wrap can be incorporated into your next project.
Contact Information: Mike McCarthy MBA CSI CCPR, Southwest
Regional Manager; mikemccarthy@stegoindustries.com; Office: (949)
257-4100; Cell: (949) 412-3444. Visit our website at

The Arcadia Group is a leading, single source, supplier of
architectural building products including curtain wall, storefront,
entrances, windows and interior framing. Arcadia’s architectural
development staff maintains products that comply with the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design LEED for Core and Shell Rating
System. The type of knowledge, experience and passion that Arcadia
embodies serves as the framework for their commitment and service
to the design community. Arcadia’s passion developed 80 years ago to
provide the architectural community a source to assist the
preparation of both drawings and specifications. Contact: James
Fitzsimmons at 323-908-5466. Visit our website at

MORE EXHIBITORS NEXT ISSUE!
MEETING SCHEDULE AND INFORMATION

Make reservations by the Friday preceding the meeting.
Call the Chapter Hotline at (714) 434-9909

UPCOMING MEETINGS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 1</td>
<td><strong>Flyer Deadline</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 10</td>
<td><strong>OCCCSI Board Meeting (4:30 p.m.)</strong></td>
<td>Phoenix Club, 1340 S. Sanderson Avenue, Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 10</td>
<td><strong>OCCCSI Membership Meeting</strong></td>
<td>Phoenix Club, 1340 S. Sanderson Avenue, Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1</td>
<td><strong>OCCCSI Board Meeting (5:30 p.m.)</strong></td>
<td>Thompson’s Design Center, 1716 Case Road, Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 8</td>
<td><strong>OCCCSI Annual Holiday Party</strong></td>
<td>Renée &amp; Henry Segerstrom Concert Hall, Leatherby’s Café Rouge, 615 Town Center Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Happy Holidays!!